
Brazil Still Carrion for the Carry Trade
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Brazil: Public Debt and Reserves
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The public debt of Argentina’s
neighbor, Brazil, when converted
to dollars, has grown at an annual
rate of more than 20% over the
past four-plus years. It stood at
$228 billion in September 2002,
and had risen to $499 billion by
the end of December 2006. The
Brazilian government pays the
highest interest rate in the world
on its public debt—13%.

During this same time inter-
val, the Brazilian Central Bank’s
dollar reserves nearly tripled,
from $37.6 billion in August
2002, to $101.1 billion in Febru-
ary 2007—an annual rate of in-
crease of 25%. In other words, the
government was pumping out
huge volumes of debt at 13% in-
terest which is being bought up
by international hedge funds and
other speculators, in exchange for
dollars that just sit as Central
Bank reserves, which are depos-
ited back in Wall Street and other
banks, earning perhaps 5% inter-
est. The 8% margin is pure specu-
lative usury to the benefit of the hedge funds . . . and pure looting of the Brazilian nation and people.

This is precisely the kind of looting that drove Argentina into its breakdown crisis at the end of 2001. Brazil’s
apparent “survival” under this system, has been sustained solely by the continued influx of speculative capital, fed by the
international carry trade which is now unwinding.—Dennis Small

for the happiness of the people, institutions recover legality “institutional quality”? Institutional quality with agreements
among friends to try and rape, and save the interests of a fewand legitimacy, and politics is reconciled with society.

Some speak of “institutional quality.” Institutional qual- against the interests of the many. . . .
We are at the doorway to a new country, and it dependsity! . . . Gentlemen . . . there is no greater institutional quality

than to be able to educate oneself, to be able to work, to be on us to forge a model which is not tied to rigid, canned
recipes, a model in which work is the axis upon which aable to eat, to be able to enjoy freedom, to be able to have

respect for human rights, to be able to have the right to work, to definitive recovery is built.
We have the obligation and the challenge of consolidatingbe able to have the right to dream. What kind of “institutional

quality” are they talking about? Of that Argentina which voted an integrated and just country, in which all regions have the
same possibilities, a country capable of standing out for theup the laws demanded by the Fund? Of that Argentina which

condemned millions of Argentines to poverty? Of that Argen- quality of its production, with clear rules, with innovative and
creative entrepreneurs, connected to the world, but defendingtina which condemned our retirees to permanent hunger, after

having worked all their lives? Of that Argentina which their interests with dignity; a country where children can live
better than their parents, on the basis of equality of opportu-worked and passed laws to save the banks before the Argen-

tine people? You all know this, as all Argentines do. This is nity and one’s own effort. . . .
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